
 

   ITPS корпоративные информационные системы управления предприятием.

Deployment of an integrated oil & gas production equipment management system based on SAP R/3 for
the LUKOIL-West Siberia LLC, LUKOIL-Kaliningradmordneft LLC, LUKOIL-Nizhnevolzhskneft,

LUKOIL-Komi LLC
 

Sector: Oil and gas

Region: Russia

Client: LUKOIL

Task: The LUKOIL-West Siberia LLC is one of the largest
companies of the Russian oil & gas industry. The
company's activity includes geologic exploration,
extraction, preparation and transportation of
hydrocarbons at the fields of the Tyumen Region and
Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous District.
Apart from the main activity, oil production, the
LUKOIL-Kaliningradmorneft LLC produces mobile
drillers and tank containers, builds complex metal
structures (D-6 offshore oil production platform on the
Baltic shelf, permanent offshore ice-resistant off-
loading terminal for the Varandeisky oil terminal,
residential module and crossover for the Sea Oil
Production Platform named after Korchagin in the
North Caspian Sea), manages projects for the
construction of offshore hydrocarbon fields of the
LUKOIL Group organizations.
The LUKOIL-Nizhnevolzhskneft LLC is a company
performing the search, extraction and development of
oil and gas fields, as well as the extraction of oil and gas
in the territory of the Volgograd and Astrakhan
Regions, Krasnodar Krai and the Kalmykia Republic.
The LUKOIL-Komi LLC is the largest subsurface user
in the North-West of Russia. The enterprise specializes
in the exploration, construction and development of
hydrocarbon fields.

The Parma-Telecom LLC consultants fulfilled the
following works:
1. Adaptation and implementation of business
processes as part of business scenarios

Projects and investments management;
Contracting activity;
Financial, tax and management accounting and
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reporting;
Economic planning and budgeting;
System of key NGDO activity indicators;
Fields operation (oil and gas production);
Material and technical support of oil and gas
production, capital construction, facilities
maintenance;
Sales of oil and gas, other products and services.

2. Administration of the ISU NGDO project and its
subprojects.

Result: All works were completed in a timely manner at the
required quality level.

Review: "All projects were completed in a timely manner at the
required quality level, which confirms the high
qualification of the Parma-Telecom LLC employees".

Chief of the LUKOIL-Inform LLC Industry ISU
Capability Center I.Y. Elovikov

** The material is available in Russian version only
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